
Mabel Pines 

 
Dipper’s twin sister, Mabel is a cheery, 

energetic optimist who skips through life 

with a brace-filled smile and an assortment of 

the world’s ugliest sweaters. Even though her 

new town of Gravity Falls is something of a 

mix between Twin Peaks and Deliverance, she 

sees the summer as an excellent 

opportunity to make new friends, and 

plans on collecting and arranging all her 

wonderful memories in a scrap-book with as 

much glitter as humanly possible. 

 

Where Dipper is an evidence-obsessed 

skeptic, Mabel tends to take things at face 

value and follow her heart rather than her 

head. When it comes to boys, Mabel is a 

pushover- nearly every day she has the 

crush of a lifetime, and this occasionally 

lands her in disastrous situations, which require her brother’s help to get out 

of.  Mabel also absolutely loves anything and everything mass-marketed to her 

demographic age group. Boy bands, pre-teen fantasy fiction- she consumes 

them all with un-self-conscious girlish glee.  Still, she’s not just a follower, she 

has her own unique brand of weirdness when it comes to some of her 

passions. (Such as her desire to knit tiny sweaters for the forest animals, or 

her crush on the guy on the 20 dollar bill) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MABEL PINES SIDES: 

 

1. MABEL PINES 

CONFIDENT: Hey everyone! My name is Mable Pines. I believe in following 

your dreams, believing in yourself, making your dreams come true, and being 

true to your beliefs. Oh! And also, following your heart. I cant believe I almost 

forgot that one! 

 

2. MABEL PINES 

EXCITED:  Oh my goodness! The Cutie-Town For Real Boyz are the greatest 

band in the history of the world, and they’re performing here tonight! (scream 

of excitement) I’m gonna barf!   

 

3. MABEL PINES 
CONTEMPLATIVE: Dear Diary, I know I talk about myself a lot, but how are 
you doing? It must be lonely hanging out under my pillow all day, no other books 
to talk to. You know what, I'm going to leave a photo of Zac Efron under the 
pillow, and, you know, no pressure, but you two might hit it off. His eyebrows are 
waaaaay symmetrical. Ohhhh my gosh, you are a lucky diary. 
 

4. MABEL PINES 

TERRIFIED: AUUGH! MY ARM FELL OFF! AAAUUGHH!! AUUUGHH!!! AUUG—

oh wait, there it is. It was in my sweatshirt the whole time. (raspberry noise) I. 

Am. Ridiculous!  

 

5. MABEL PINES 

IN LOVE: This is Norman. We met at the cemetery. He’s really sensitive. (She 

feels his arm) Ooh, little muscle there. Oh my.   

 

6. MABEL PINES 

ANGRY: (She pokes Dipper in the chest on each underlined word, so 

punctuate those) Dipper, listen to me. Norman and I are going on a date at 

5:00. And I am gonna be ADORABLE, and he is gonna be DREAMY, and I wont 

let you ruin with one of your crazy CONSPIRACIES! SLAM! (She slams the door 

on him) 
 


